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You	are	reading	a	“article	of	quality.”	For	articles	omonimo,	see	Titanic	(homonymy).	RMS	Titanic	The	Titanic	at	Southampton	on	April	10,	1912.	Tipo	Transatlantic	liner	Olympic	Class	History	Shipyard	Harland	and	Wolff,	Belfast,	United	Kingdom	Keel	laid	March	31,	1909	Launch	May	31,	1911	Commissioning	April	10,	1912	Status	Shipwreck	during
the	night	of	April	14-15,	1912	in	the	Atlantic	Ocean	Crew	885	Technical	Characteristics	Length	26	9	m	MaÃ®tre-bau	28	m	Draught	10.54	m	Draught	45	m	Displacement	52	310	tonnes	Deadweight	weight	â	Tonnage	46	328	GRT	Mixed	Propulsion:	2	alternative	machine	a	tripla	espansione	operating	two	side	propellers	with	three	blades	1	low	pressure
turbine	operating	a	central	propeller	with	four	blades	Power	46	000	hp	(51	000	hp	max)	[1]	Speed	21	to	22	knots	(cruising	speed),	23	to	24	knots	max	[1]	Commercial	Characteristics	Deck	10	[2]9	Passengers	Deck	(A	to	G)	Passengers	2,471	Career	Owner	John	Pierpont	Morgan	Shipowner	White	Star	Line	Flag	United	Kingdom	Homeport	Liverpool	Cost
1.5	million	pounds	sterlina	or	7.5	million	USD	(equivalent	to	150	million	dollars	of	the	year	2000)	Location	Location	Location	Location	Location	Location	41°	43â2	59â2â2â2	North,	49°	57â2	36â2	West	Geolocation	on	the	map:	Atlantic	Ocean	RMS	TitanicRMS	Titanic	edit	RMS	Titanic	Titanic	is	a	British	transatlantic	liner	that	sank	in	the	North	Atlantic
Ocean	in	1912	following	a	collision	with	an	iceberg	on	her	maiden	voyage	from	Southampton	to	New	York.	Between	1,490	and	1,520	people	died,	making	it	one	of	the	largest	maritime	disasters	in	peacetime	and	the	largest	of	its	time.	White	Star	Line	liner	built	on	the	initiative	of	Joseph	Bruce	Ismay	in	1907,	it	was	designed	by	architects	Alexander
Montgomery	Carlisle	and	ThomasShipyards	Harlands	&	Wolff.	Its	accumulation	in	1909	in	Belfast	ended	in	1912.	It	is	the	Olympic	class	with	its	two	sister	ships,	the	Olympics	and	the	British,	the	most	luxurious	and	the	most	luxurious	ships	ever	built	until	then.	The	Titanic	is	commissioned	by	Captain	Edward	Smith,	who	softened	himself	with	the	ship.
The	coating	brought	some	of	the	richest	people	of	ECSTRM,	as	well	as	hundreds	of	migrants	in	Britain	and	Ireland	and	elsewhere	in	Europe	who	were	looking	for	a	new	life	in	the	United	States.	The	titanic	hull	was	filled	with	sixteen	cooking	compartments	used	to	protect	the	ship	in	case	of	water	courses	or	significant	damage,	which	gave	it	the
setting	of	the	package	"insubmersible".	And	it	leads	the	contemporary	media	to	present	it	as	one	of	the	most	sized	ships.	On	April	14,	1912,	four	days	after	the	start	of	his	inaugural	trip,	he	hits	an	Iceberg	Evergreen	40	(local	time)	and	flows	on	April	15,	1912	on	the	Offshore	Newfoundland.	The	drama	highlights	the	lack	of	escort	rules	of	acturisation,
including	the	insufficient	number	of	strikes	and	shortcomings	in	emergency	emission	processes.	The	powerful	TSF	manager	of	the	board	has	helped,	but	in	controversial	conditions,	which	are	added	to	a	financial	pole.	International	conferences	will	be	subsequently	organized,	with	consequent	regulatory	changes	still	in	effect	after	the	disaster.	The
Titanic's	Pave	is	located	on	September	1,	1985	by	Professor	Robert	Ballard.	Gassa	at	3	°	843	meters	southeast	of	Newfoundland.	The	story	of	the	coating	marked	the	moons	and	aroused	the	publication	of	many	books	(historical	or	fiction)	and	the	realization	of	long	structures	whose	film	with	the	same	name	Titanic	by	James	Cameron,	published	in
1997	andAn	important	increase	in	interest	in	the	cruise	ship	and	its	history.	The	media	return	to	take	care	of	the	ship	at	the	centenary	of	the	shipwreck,	in	April	2012.	History	project	and	design	Titanic	plans.	Advertising	brochure	Published	in	Danish	in	Copenhagen	in	1911-1912,	for	the	two	British	ships	of	the	White	Star	Line:	Olympic	and	Titanic.
During	the	year	1907,	to	compete	with	Lusitania	and	Mauretania,	two	fast	passenger	ships	of	the	Cunard	Line,	Lord	William	James	Pirrie,	partner	of	the	Harland	&	Wolff	of	Belfast	Construction	company,	and	Joseph	Bruce	Ismay,	Chief	Executive	Officer	of	the	Company	of	WHITE	STAR	LINE	navigation,	make	the	decision	to	build	a	series	of	three
cruise	ships	able	to	overcome	in	terms	of	comfort,	safety	and	elegance	those	of	the	other	competing	maritime	companies,	whether	British	or	German	[3],	[4].	Their	names,	Olympic,	Titanic	and	Gigantic	(name	evoked	before	Britannic	was	renamed)	are	chosen	later	[5].	The	meeting	took	place	around	a	dinner	in	the	London	home	of	Lord	Pirrie	(in
Downshire	House,	in	the	Chic	district	of	Belgravia).	The	plans	of	Olympic	and	Titanic	[6]	(Gigantic	construction	will	start	later)	are	designed	in	the	study	offices	of	Harland	&	Wolff	yards	at	Queenâ	€	™	S	Island	in	Belfast,	Northern	Ireland	[7].	At	the	head	of	the	operations	there	are	Alexander	Montgomery	Carlisle,	general	manager	of	shipyards	and
responsible	for	the	fittings,	decorations	and	rescue	devices	of	ships	and	Thomas	Andrews,	head	of	the	Department	Department	and	Naval	Architect	[8].	At	the	retirement	departure	by	Alexander	Montgomery	Carlisle,	in	1910,	Thomas	Andrews	takes	the	place	of	him	and	becomes	as	general	manager	of	construction	sites	and	design	[D	1].	This
retirement	departure	of	the	architect	Ãƒ	ì	caused	by	a	meeting	between	Lord	Pirrie,	Ismay	and	Carlisle	on	the	number	of	lifeboats:	Carlisle	66	lifeboats;	despite	the	qualities	and	defects	of	the	design	of	the	watertight	wall	system,	the	architect	was	aware	that	a	human	construction	cannot	be	submerged.	A	refusal	to	be	signified	to	him,	slams	the	door
of	the	shipyards[9].	On	31	July	1908,	Joseph	Bruce	Ismay	approved	the	project	during	a	trip	to	Belfast	and	signed	a	letter	of	agreement	with	the	shipyards[8].	No	official	contract	has	been	signed,	the	ties	between	the	two	companies	have	been	very	strong	for	several	decades[d	2].	Aware	of	the	importance	of	the	event,	Pirrie	hired	photographer	Robert
Welch,	who	was	in	charge	of	capturing	the	highlights	of	the	construction	as	the	work	progressed.	Quality	is	not	neglected,	and	the	best	materials	are	ordered[d	3].	Construction	and	testing	Harland	&	Wolff	in	Belfast	is	responsible	for	the	construction	of	the	vessel.	The	latter	was	placed	in	the	hold	next	to	its	sister	ship,	the	RMS	Olympic,	which	had
been	under	construction	four	months	earlier.	Hull	construction	Employees	of	Harland	&	Wolff	shipyards	end	their	working	day.	In	the	background	you	can	see	the	Titanic	and	its	scaffolding.	You	can	also	see	the	bow	of	the	Nomadic	on	the	left.	In	the	autumn	of	1908,	the	projects	were	completed	and	special	supplies	and	equipment	not	available	from
Harland	&	Wolff	were	ordered.	Lord	Pirrie	enlarged	the	shipyards,	notably	with	the	construction	of	a	huge	porch	which	was	the	largest	scaffolding	in	the	world	at	the	time	(256	m	long,	28.50	m	wide	and	52.60	m	high	and	crane	69.50	m)	[c	1].	On	December	16,	1908,	the	keel	made	up	of	many	parts	of	the	Olympic	is	located	on	the	construction	pier	no.
2.	It	bears	the	building	number	400,	the	400th	order	received	from	Harland	and	Wolff[b	1],[c	2].	On	March	22,	1909,	the	keel	of	the	Titanic	identical	to	the	Olympic	was	laid	hold	no.	3,	the	number	of	yard	that	and	401[d	4].	The	work	proceeds	very	quickly	and	two	years	later,	in	the	spring	of	1911,	the	hull	of	the	Titanic	is	completed.	It	consists	of	2Â
000	tiles	from	2.5	to	3,8Â	cm	thick,	3,00Â	m	long	and	2,00Â	m	high	maintained	by	3Â	million	rivets[10],[d	3]	Titanic	launch	profiles.	The	Olympian	was	launched	on	20	October	1910	and	the	Titanic	on	31	May	1911,	the	day	of	Lord	Pirrie’s	anniversary,	which	assists	the	ship’s	sea	in	the	presence	of	100	000	people:	the	employees	of	the	yards	and	their
families,	the	visitors,	some	personalities	and	the	press	are	available	sensations[c	3].	To	help	the	Titanic	“slide”	in	the	water,	20	tons	of	sego,	oil	for	emptying,	whale	and	soap	fat	are	distributed	along	2Â	cm	of	thickness	along	the	holds[11].	The	ship	is	not	baptized	with	the	traditional	bottle	of	champagne:	It	is	a	habit	within	the	yards,	Pirrie	considering
that	a	problem	in	the	ceremony	can	cause	superstitions	between	passengers	and	crews[d	5],[Note	1].	The	Titanic,	after	being	successfully	launched,	is	slowed	down	and	stopped	by	six	anchors,	meanwhile	retained	by	twenty-three	steel	dowels	of	80	tons	each,	then	is	pulled	and	put	on	the	armor	bench	by	five	trailers[d	6].	After	the	launch,	guests,
representatives	of	the	press	and	personalities	are	invited	to	a	lunch	at	the	Grand	Central	Hotel	in	Belfast.	In	the	menu	are	served	no	less	than	six	courses	and	five	desserts	or	appetizers	of	French	cuisine.	As	for	Joseph	Bruce	Ismay	and	John	Pierpont	Morgan[Note	2],	they	leave	their	lunch	to	head	to	the	Olympian	who	must	undergo	his	tests	at	sea[d
7].	Armour	The	Olympic	stern	in	the	Harland	&	Wolff	yards.	Between	June	1911	and	March	1912,	more	than	3,000	professionals	(mechanical,	electricians,	plumbers,	woodworkers,	painters,	decorators,	etc.)	work	andThe	Titanic	des	derni195;	168res	technology	navals	et	l'amÃ	169;	nagent	avec	des	Ã	169;	I195;	169;	lignes	d195;	1693;169;	coratis	et
un	mobilier	sompteux.	On	18	September	1911,	the	inaugural	journey	of	the	paquebot,	the	20	Mars	1912[d	8],	was	announced.	2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2.1.	The	White	Star	Line	Report	inaugural	journeys	au	10	avril.	On	30	November,	une	foi	l	es	Ã
169;	parations	de	la	coque	de	l'Olympic	terminal195e;169es,	celui-represents	and	Son	service	et	le	Titanic	controut	Son	quai	o195;1	are	arment	se	poupoupoutsouse.	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	169;	The	24	Mars	1912,	the	Titanic	est
immattriculf195;	169;	'	160;	Liverpool,	son	port	d'attae,	bien	qu'il	ne	navigue	jamasis	les	eaux	de	celui-ci[Note	3][d].	The	25	Mars,	the	captains	Herbert	Haddock	est	le	premier	Ã	160;	prendre	le	requiement	du	Titanic[12].	The	31	Mars,	is	160;	Belfast,	the	east	relev195;	169;	par	Edward	Smith	qu'il	remplace	au	requirement	de	l'Olympic.	Essais	Le
Titanic	part	pours	s	essays	en	le	2	avril	1912.	The	2	avril	1912,	78	Â	160;	chauffs	et	soutiers	ainsi	que	41Â	officiers	et	membres	d'195;	169;	quipe	trovent'195;	160;	ed.	_;128;	6Â	160h,	le	Titanic	quite	Son	dock,	tir19559;	par	quatreappariptionist	at	160;	the	Funnel	Line	rossa,	at	the	request	of	Edward	Smith[d	10].	All	day195;	169th,	the	Titanic	procs
168;	160;	speed	and	man	tests197;	147;	uvrailit195;	169;	Â©	(ar55;Âas	emergency	on	its	flight,	measurements	qualt1959;	qualt1959;	At	different	speeds).	During	the	tests,	the	ship	demonstrates	that	it	can	stop	for	a	distance	of	only	three	times	its	length[d	11].	At	noon,	the	engineers,	the	representatives	of	the	yard	and	the	representatives	of	the
British	Ministry	of	Commerce	inaugurate	it,	having	lunch	in	the	first	class	dining	room.	After	further	tests,	the	Titanic	returns	to	Belfast	at	18.	Having	fulfilled	all	the	requirements	of	the	British	government,	Francis	Carruthers,	Board	of	Trade	inspector,	signs	the	certificate	of	navigability	no.	131	428,	valid	for	one	year[d	12].	Around	20:00,	the
piroscafo	turns	on	board	and	goes	to	Southampton	where	it	is	expected	in	the	night	between	3	and	4	April[d	13].	In	Southampton	After	the	570	miles	that	separate	it,	just	before	midnight	the	Titanic	arrives	at	the	port	of	Southampton	where	six	Red	Funnel	Line	trailers	await	it.	The	ship	docks	at	Pier	44.	To	welcome	the	new	ships,	the	port	of	the	city
had	to	undergo	many	works[c	5].	During	the	stop,	the	fireplaces	are	painted	as	well	as	the	flank	on	board	the	hull.	Once	completed,	the	Titanic	cost	£1.5	million,	amounting	to	$7.5	million	at	the	time	(150	million	at	the	beginning	of	the	2000s)	[b	1].	Inaugural	crossing	Detailed	article:	Titanic	Load.	Titanic	and	City	of	New	York.	Edward	Smith	is	“the
only	master	on	board	after	God.”	On	April	10,	1912,	at	12:15,	the	Titanic	sailed	from	Southampton	to	England	with	953	passengers,	31	from	the	Channel	and	889	crew	members.	There	are	no	less	than	forty	nationalities	on	board	the	ship.	At	the	time	of	his	departure,	he	lacks	little	to	hit	the	cruise	ship	City	of	New	York	moored	at	Pier	38[e	1].	The
hustle	and	bustle	caused	by	Titanic	propellers	breaks	the	New	York	City	moorings,	and	the	latter	is	rapidly	approaching	Titanic	untildistance	of	two	meters[e	1].	Commander	Edward	Smith	then	orders	to	put	the	machines	“backward	all”,	which	has	the	effect	of	rejecting	New	York[e	1].	The	Titanic	leaves	Southampton	with	an	hour	of	delay[c	6].	At
18:35,	having	arrived	the	Titanic	in	Cherbourg	in	Normandy,	24	overseas	passengers	land	and	274	board,	mainly	of	first	class.	However,	the	Titanic	remains	blocked	because	his	fishing	does	not	allow	him	to	come	to	the	pier[e	2].	They	are,	therefore,	as	for	other	cruise	ships,	two	White	Star	Line	ferries,	the	Nomadic	and	Traffic,	which	are	responsible
for	the	transfer	of	the	274	passengers	who	board	on	the	Titanic[e	2],[e	7].	At	20Â	hÂ	10,	the	cruise	ship	sails	from	Cherbourg	to	Queenstown	(now	Cobh)	in	Ireland[13].	On	11	April	1912,	at	11:30,	the	Titanic	arrives	in	Queenstown	where	seven	passengers	land	while	120	board	for	most	third-class	passengers	migrated	to	the	United	States.	At	13:30,
the	RMS	Titanic	leaves	Queenstown	for	New	York	with	1Â	324	passengers	and	889	crew	members[Note	4],[d	15].	Sometimes	it	is	said	that	Edward	Smith	thought	he	would	retire	after	this	crossing	and	that	he	should	only	take	command	of	the	Titanic	for	that	time[3].	However,	it	is	believed	that	Smith	had	not	yet	decided	anything[d	16]:	Some	sources
suggest	that	White	Star	would	also	take	over	the	command	of	Gigantic,	whose	commission	was	scheduled	for	1914[a	1].	Itinerary	for	the	Titanic.	On	12	April	1912,	at	7:45	pm,	the	Titanic	receives	a	message	from	La	Touraine,	which	signals	a	thick	fog,	a	thick	layer	of	ice,	iceberg	and	an	abandoned	ship	at	different	points	of	the	North	Atlantic.	This
message	is	immediately	delivered	to	Commander	Edward	Smith[d	17].	On	April	13,	1912,	the	Titanic	receivesMessages	that	report	them	Iceberg,	Growler	(small	meter	icebergs	per	five)	and	some	ice	fields.	In	the	afternoon,	a	fire	is	turned	off	in	the	Noã	boiler	room,	5.	It	was	furious	for	several	days	(perhaps	from	2	April)	and	had	been	discovered	on
the	day	of	departure.	It	was	not	an	unusual	fact	on	the	vessels	of	the	era,	but	it	was	a	fact	of	rare	intensity	(due	to	a	stroke	of	Grisù	on	a	poor	quality	coal	delivered	due	to	a	miners	strike)	and	about	a	dozen	Of	men	were	killed	to	check	it,	but	this	coal	fire	could	weaken	the	dividing	walls	of	this	room	[D	18].	At	10:30	pm	the	steamer	receives	a	warning
from	the	Rappahannock	who	reports	him	a	thick	field	of	ice	and	several	icebergs;	The	reception	of	this	message	is	confirmed	by	an	officer	[B	2],	[C	8].	Shipwreck	Detailed	article:	Titanic	sinking.	Night	collection	of	the	collision	one	of	the	Iceberg	suspected	of	being	what	was	impressed	by	the	Titanic	[14].	On	April	14,	1912	around	9:00	pm,	the	Titanic
had	already	traveled	1ã,	451,	miles	(2,	687,	km).	During	this	day,	Titanic	receives	a	dozen	messages	from	different	ships,	including	Baltic	and	Californian,	which	report	them	ice	warnings	[15].	At	22:55,	Cyril	Evans,	the	Californian	radio	operator,	captured	in	ice	at	20	miles	(about	36	km)	north	of	Titanic,	sends	a	message	to	all	the	surrounding	vessels,
including	Titanic:	on	the	edge	of	this	™	Last,	Jack	Phillips,	the	radiographer,	here	is	the	message.	The	interruption	asking	them	to	keep	silencers	Ã,Â	»Ã,	shut	up,	shut	up,	i	am	busy.	I'm	working	in	Cape	Raceã,	Ã,¬.â	€	™	™	™	use	of	the	words	"Shut	Upã,	Ã,Â"	was	a	common	formula	among	radio	operators	to	kindly	ask	others	about	Â	«Keep	the	libera
line	,â	€	»[16].	Evans	will	hear	Titanic	for	the	last	time	at	23h25	that	communicated	with	Cap	Race.	So	it	won't	turn	off	Ouch?	160?	at	the	suite	du	message	from	Phillips	plus	160;	23rd	to	160;	35,	soit	plus	one	demi-heure	later[17].	137th	time	t195;	I.	19?	169?	Graphists	160;	board,	il	n'avait	pas	obligatazione	de	rester	en	velle	en	permanence.	19?	19?
19?	1985?	2319?	19?	160?	h	19;	19?	19?	19?	160?	40,pair	41'196;	1919;	1919;	166?	16;	160?	166?	66?	19?	166?	19?	6?	19?	160?	160?	160?	19196;	40,40,	pair	41	1919196;	19196;	191948;	1948?	191948;	166?	166?	1648?	166?	166?	166?	6?	166?	166?	6?	166?	166?	166?	6?	166?	166?	6?	166?	6?	166?	166?	6?	166?	166?	166?	166?	166?	6?	166?	166?
[19],	the	Welleurs	Frederick	Fleet	et	et	Reginald	Lee	installed	169;	to	dance	the	nidi-pie	of	the	162t	forward	by	1670d;	Twenty-one	iceberg	droit	devant	dans	le	brouillard	et	le	le	le	le	lente	la	passerelle.	Le	1er	160;	Officer	William	Murdoch,	officers	of	the	quartet,	wise	men	of	fairness	turn	the	navy	verse	162;	Table	one	fait	stops	les	machines	one
demanded	une	marche	ari195;	168re	toute[c].	That	37-160;	Seconds	plus	tard,	the	vessels	will	become	larger	the	iceberg	par	starboard	and	the	shocks	fait	d195;	169er	often	thales	et	sauter	des	Riverts	ouvrant	ainsi	voie	d'eau	dans	la	coque	sous	la	ligne	de	flottaison[20].	The	reports	are	1959;	169?	Tanks	alont	alors	imming195;	169?	ferm195	diation;
169?	e	pair	Murdoch	in	d'195;	169er	une	voie	d	d'eau	plus	importer.	Corn	I'eau	begins	160;	envahir	les	five	premiers	compares	the	times	of	the	bateau.	O	le	Titanic	ne	peut	flotter	qu'avec	au	maxima	quatre	de	ses	compaiments	remplis	d'eau[c	10].	Vacuation	of	passages	Article	d195	169?	taill195;	169?	Canots	de	sauvetage	du	Titanic.	Ever	since	Willy
Stays	182;	Who	sur	la	catastrophe.	Le	canot	de	sauvetage	pliable	D	to	160;	the	approche	du	Carpathia.	I	don't	know.	5,	the	master	fait	enleto	les	tauts	des	embrications	et	rappeler	l'195;	169page[d	19].	128?	0h	h194;	15,	the	prime	ministers	applel	d195;	169?	tresse	est	envoy195;	O	©	a	CQD[21]	pair	of	TSF	on	the	wave	longueur	of	600	m568;
tres[22].	The	order	is	on	Thursday	169.	de	Mount	women	and	children	first	in	lifeboats	[B	3].	_;	128;	0Ã,	160;	H194;	160;	16045,	the	Canotte	premium	is	affaral	þ	£	169;	with	28	to	160;	passanti	con	65Ã,	160;	possible	[B]	[4],	[D	20]	E	The	Sign	CQD	is	trasformation_;	In	SOS	[D].	Officers	care	to	raise	women	and	children	prioritizing	IT19569;	in	the
canoes,	and	the	first;	168th	and	dexiÃƒde	168me	class,	_;	_;	y	ont	plus	easyment	accc195;	168s.	mais	the	capacity	169;	des	canots	n'est	que	de	1â	160;	178â	160;	personies	au	total[c	11,]	[nota	5]	et	y	a	environ	2;16019;	160persones.	secourir.	les	canots	quirtt	le	titanic	Ã	160;	interval	Ã	169lier,	et	sont	pour	la	plupart	Ã	160;	moiti.	169vides.	_128	bÃ
162;	bord,	le	second	officier	charles	lightoller	et	le	captainine	eward	smith	ne	font	monter	que	des	femmes	et	des	enfants,	alors	qu'195;	160;	tribord	the	premier	officier	william	murdoch	comples	195;	168te	souvent	les	places	vides	avec	des	hommes.	seuls	deux	des	vingt	canots	partiront	Ã	160;	pleine	charge.	_128	2â	160;	h194;	160;	5,	canot	pliable	d
est	le	dernier	.	160;	the	most	avec	succirc	is	168s	contenant	24;160;	persones.	son	possd	border	47â	160bibles.	_128	intervals	Ã	169liers,	jusqu'195;	160;	1â	160;	hâ	160;	_;	des	fus;	169es	de	Ã	169es;tresse	sont	envoy1955;	169es;	the	en	est	de	mÃame	pour	les	sos	qui	sont	envoy19;	169;	s	jusque'195;	2â	17,	heure	Ã	lale	l'eau	atteint	la	cabe	radio[d
22.]	les	deux	canots	rilance	apra195;	168s	2â	160;	h190;	5,	les	canots	pliables	a	et	b,	situ195;	169;	s	sur	le	toit	du	headquarters,	som	sus	sur	le	pont	des	embrations	les	offici	environ	quartian	personines	se	findnt	sures	derni195;	168res	chaloupes	serotont	'	169;	cup;	169;	r195;©s	par	d'autres	canots[b],	[b	6.]	_128	2â	160;	17,	l'orchiestre's	arr195;ate
de	joyer	juste	la	chemin	de	la	chemin	Ã	169;	and	selon	la	plupart	des	t195;moignages.	d'autres,	comme	archibald	gracie,	ont	cependant	d195;	169;	clarit195;	169;	que	les	musiciens	ant	was	169;	de	joyer	plus	t195;	180t	dans	la	soi195;	169e[b	7.]	—	la	grande	verriÃ	168s,	la	grande	verriÃ	168re	se	brie	en	entrar'	174;enant	la	destruction	du	grand
escaior	et	donnent	acc195;	168s	'	l'eau	l'eau	16868;res	du	titanic	clignotlast195;	168;first	time	then	tint[23].	A	moment	later,	the	liner	broke	in	two[c	12].	While	the	game	flows,	the	part	are	are	are	are	at	168;	re	floats	for	a	few	moments	and	is	filled	with	water	slowly	until	195;	160;	what	it	darkens	darkens	2nd	H	20[24],[25],[26].	The	temperature	of
the	water	is	therefore	2oC[b	8].	Towards	three	in	the	morning,	boat	number	14,	commanded	by	fifth	officer	Harold	Lowe,	arrives	at	the	site	of	the	shipwreck	after	emptying	the	passengers	on	other	boats.	Arriving	too	late,	he	pulls	only	four	men	out	of	the	water,	one	of	whom	dies	on	the	boat.	Later,	at	three	and	thirty,	the	passengers	of	the	boats	see
the	fires	of	Carpathia[27].	At	five	and	thirty,	the	Californian	warned	by	Frankfurt	arrives	at	the	site	of	the	disaster.	The	last	boat	recovered	at	8am	30am,	second	officer	Charles	Lightoller	is	the	last	to	board.	Captain	Arthur	Rostron	of	Carpathia	then	sets	a	course	for	New	York	at	10h50[c	13].	Arrival	of	survivors	of	the	Carpathia	Dam	in	New	York	with
survivors.	In	the	morning	of	the	15th	April	information	arrives	on	the	shipwreck,	but	without	it	is	possible	to	verify	the	details,	so	©	American	newspapers	remain	in	place.	The	Titanic	hits	an	iceberg	and	asks	for	help.	Ships	in	route"[28].	Only	the	Times	announces	in	its	first	numbers	that	the	ship	is	definitely	sunk,	since	we	have	received	nothing	after
the	first	messages[28].	At	8pm,	a	crowd	of	reporters	rushed	to	the	White	Star	office	in	New	York	at	9pm	on	Broadway	Street.	In	front	of	the	press,	Vice	President	Philippe	A.S.	Franklin	is	reassuring:	"We	have	absolute	confidence	in	the	Titanic.	We	are	convinced	that	this	is	a	ship	that	cannot	sink",	but	this	does	not	prevent	him	from	sending	an
alarming	telegram	to	Captain	Smith:"We	look	forward	to	new	ships	and	clarifications	on	the	fate	of	passengers"[29].	As	the	shipwreck's	relatives	begin	to	arrive,	the	company	does	everything	it	can	to	reassure	them.	At	18th	and	15th,	when	a	message	from	Olympic	arrives,	it	is	the	bat	shot.	The	Titanic	sank	at	2h20	in	the	morning.	Le	Carpathia,	qui
aurait	recueilli	675	rescaps	©	s,	if	you're	heading	towards	New	York[30].	That's	them,	the	other	two	aren't	allowed.	Press	©	de	questions	par	les	journalists,	le	vice-pr	©	sident	de	la	White	Star	se	contente	dans	un	premier	temps	de	confirmare	le	naufrage,	sans	donner	plus	de	da	©	Tails.	There's	a	catastrophe,	a	catastrophe...	On	versarait	I	replace
the	ships,	never	again	les	vies	humaines	A"[30].	Trois	jours	passent	et	peu	de	nouvelles	parviennent.	In	the	absence	of	information,	certain	journalists	subscribe	to	Carpathia.	The	Evening	Mail	then	©	and	"le	Silence	assourdissant	du	Caparthia",	so	that	the	World	attacks	the	©	quipage	here	"ne	veut	pas	envoyer	the	list	des	disparus	A"[31].	Le	jeudi
soir,	lorsque	le	Carpathia	finally	arrives	in	New	York,	thirty	thousand	people	if	massent	the	long	of	which	pour	le	voir	arrives[32].	Reading	clip	©	s	peuvent	of	their	questions	©	s	par	les	journalists,	ce	qui	ne	empemphatic	pas	la	apparition	in	the	tea	press	©	moignages	invraisemblables;	Su	y	apprend	how	a	passing	deuxime	class	evening	notamment
remains	©	It's	cheval	over	a	bouquet	of	icing	pendant	four	heures.	A	golden	passage,	elle,	vu	la	iceberg	un	heure	avant	la	collision[32].	Budget	The	naufrage	du	Titanic	fit	environ	1	500	morts,	the	nombre	variant	between	1	491	and	1	513[21],[33]	victims.	Il	y	a	donc	environment	700	rescues	©	s[c	13].	The	members	of	©	quipage	is	les	plus	touche	©	s
puisque	76%d'entre	eux	sont	morts.	The	75%	of	the	troision	classes	on	an	axle	©	Gallery	of	furnaces	©	to	the	dead	4].	Of	one	faction	plus	gas	©	no	©	rale,	the	main	diff	©	rence	se	situe	entre	les	hommes	et	les	femmes.	Seoul	25%	of	the	femme	is	dead	in	the	naufrage	contre	82%	of	the	male	passenger.	Proportion,	les	enfants	sont	davantage	vittis	que
les	femmes,	53	des	109	enfants	on	board	ayant	on	©	ri,	soit	48,6%d'entre	eux	4].	Cependant,	70%	of	the	femmes	et	des	enfants	ont	survives	©	cu	au	naufrage	contre	un	peu	plus	20%	des	hommes[34],	la	Rule	less	and	children	in	the	first	place	having	prevailed,	unlike	most	maritime	disasters[35].	Cause	The	Titanic	shipwreck	has	many	causes,	both
natural	and	human.	Its	budget,	which	is	one	of	the	heaviest	in	maritime	history,	is	also	explained	with	various	factors.	The	circumstances	of	the	shipwreck	are	very	special.	It	is	true	that	it	is	rare	to	find	icebergs	in	this	region	of	the	Atlantic	in	April,	but	the	presence	of	many	ice	this	year	is	due	to	a	particularly	mild	winter[36].	That	explains	why	©	the
Titanic,	which	sails	further	south	of	the	recommended	route[37],	has	headed	directly	towards	an	ice	field.	Moreover,	the	night	is	dark,	moonless	and	windless,	making	it	more	difficult	to	spot	icebergs[and	5].	This	is	aggravated	by	the	absence	of	binoculars	in	the	nest,	due	to	a	negligence	of	the	officers:	according	to	Frederick	Fleet,	the	guard	who
spotted	and	signaled	the	iceberg,	the	binoculars	might	have	allowed	to	see	it	in	time[38].	In	addition,	the	pond	compartments	do	not	climb	high	enough	to	prevent	the	water	from	advancing	(these	transverse	bulkheads	are	interrupted	at	15-metre	height	by	the	architects	so	that	passengers	can	cross	the	upper	bridge	of	the	catwalk[39]),	the	hull	is	only
double	in	the	lower	part	of	the	ship	(not	walking)	than	the	high	bottom),	and	the	steel	that	makes	up	some	parts	of	the	hull	is	very	fragile	at	a	negative	temperature	(that	of	the	water	on	the	night	of	the	drama	was	1st	century)[40]	even	if	it	is	the	best	of	the	time	produced	in	the	furnaces	Martin[41],	like	rivets	that	hold	together	the	hull	plates	(Harland
and	Wolff	shipyards	have	ordered	nine	million	rivets	for	the	Titanic,	Britannic	and	Olympic,	but	a	shortage	of	steel	pieces	has	pushed	them	to	use	wrought	iron	rivets[42]).	The	speed	of	the	ship	at	the	time	of	the	impact	was	also	too	Despite	an	attempt	by	the	American	commission	that	investigated	the	shipwreck,	it	was	not	possible	to	prove	that	Ismay
pushed	the	commander	to	go	faster[and	7].	Finally,	the	high	number	of	deaths	is	explained	by	the	low	number	of	lifeboats	of	the	ship,	which	could	contain	only	1st	178th	persons[b	9],	but	also	by	the	lack	of	organisation	in	the	cargo	and	information	of	passengers.	This	bad	organization	would	perhaps	have	rendered	unnecessary	additional	canoes,
since	the	officers	did	not	have	time	to	deal	with	the	last	two	canoes.	Some	boats,	such	as	1[b	10],	leave	almost	empty	and	refuse	to	return	to	the	site	of	the	shipwreck.	This	explains	that	the	boats	are	eventually	filled	less	than	two	thirds[d	23].	Consequences	Detailed	Article:	Commission	of	Inquiry	into	the	Titanic	shipwreck.	The	iceberg	d	i	d	not	drill
directly	into	the	hull	of	the	Titanic,	but	the	shock	wave	blew	the	rivets,	thus	opening	a	water	channel[43].	Disaster	is	a	shock	to	international	public	opinion	because	©	proves	to	a	l	l	that	man	and	his	technological	achievements	can	be	surpassed	by	the	powers	of	nature	at	a	time	when	scientific	progress	seemed	impossible	to	stop.	It	also	highlights	the
technical	deficiencies	of	the	time:	modern	examinations	show	that	the	steel	of	the	hull	and	even	more	rivets	other	than	the	central	part	of	the	hull	contain	too	much	sulphur	and	little	manganese,	which	makes	them	too	fragile.	The	British	commission	of	Lord	Mersey	has	made	many	proposals	on	safety	at	sea,	as	has	the	American	commission	of	Senator
Smith.	The	considered	carefree	and	carefree	attitude	of	those	who	decide	the	route	and	the	speed	of	the	ships	has	contributed	strongly	to	the	loss	ship,	according	to	the	two	commissions	on	the	shipwreck[Note	6],[c	14].	To	prevent	such	a	catastrophe	from	happening	again,	the	international	community	is	taking	several	measures.	The	first	was	the
creation	of	the	International	Ice	Patrol	on	January	20,	1914.	Since	then,	no	death	resulting	from	a	shipwreck	of	an	iceberg	is	to	be	deplored[and	9].	In	addition,	the	procedure	to	be	applied	in	the	event	of	a	collision	with	an	iceberg	has	changed.	Now,	the	damage	is	expected	to	be	minor	in	the	event	of	a	head-on	collision.	This	was	proved	in	1914	when
the	Royal	Edward	collided	with	an	iceberg,	which	did	not	cause	any	casualties	among	the	800	passengers[d	24].	With	regard	to	the	media,	it	is	decreed	that	the	radio	watch	must	be	provided	24	hours	a	day	over	a	600-metre	(500	kHz)	wavelength	[44]	(as	was	the	case	on	the	Titanic,	but	not	on	the	Californian	and	Carpathia)	and	should	benefit	from
backup	batteries	to	power	the	emergency	radio	station[45],[46].	The	misuse	of	the	recent	progress	of	the	TSF	triggered	in	the	following	months	a	controversy	around	the	company	Marconi,	whose	power	of	the	broadcasters	had	previously	been	acclaimed.	However,	the	most	important	consequence	of	the	shipwreck	concerns	the	lifeboats.	From	now
on,	every	vessel	must	be	equipped	with	a	sufficient	number	of	boats.	Until	then,	the	law	required	equipment	according	to	tonnage,	but	it	had	not	kept	pace	with	the	rapid	increase	in	the	size	of	the	vessels.	After	the	American	Commission,	Ismay	declares	that	all	IMM	Co	vessels	will	be	equipped	with	enough	boats[d	25].	International	conferences	on
maritime	safety	were	held	in	1914,	1929,	1948	and	1960	and	made	it	compulsory	for	all	ships	to	be	evacuated	within	half	an	hour[c	15].	Features	Comparison	between	the	dimensions	of	the	cruise	ship	with	different	elements	including	the	Queen	Mary	2	and	A380.	The	Grand	Staircase	at	the	back	of	the	Olympic	Bridge	B,	identical	to	the	one	(rear)	of
the	Titanic.	The	Titanic	is	269	metres	long,	28	metres	wide	and	53	metres	high,	from	keel	to	chimneys.	Its	gross	tonnage	is	about	46,000	GRT,	1,000	more	than	the	Olympic.[47]	It	has	about	885	crew	members,	and	can	carry	2,471	passengers	in	three	classes[c	16.	The	liner	also	carries	mail.	It	is	for	this	reason	that	it	bears	the	acronym	RMS[Footnote
7],[48].	In	total,	the	ship	cost	7.5	million	USD	(so	150	million	dollars	of	the	first	years	of	2000[49.]	Bridges	The	ten	decks	of	the	Titanic	raise	her	to	the	rank	of	the	largest	liner	ever	built	in	her	time[21],[50].	Seven	of	its	decks	(the	decks	housing	passenger	cabins)	are	designated	by	letters	from	A	to	G	(A	being	at	the	top	and	G	at	the	bottom).	Above
deck	A	is	the	Boat	deck	(or	upper	deck).	The	ballast	deck	serves	as	the	base	for	the	ship,	as	well	as	the	boiler	and	engine	rooms	that	extend	to	the	Orlop	and	G	decks.	These	two	decks	also	include	the	ship’s	holds,	water	and	food	supplies[51]	Tecniche	Characteristics	Articolo	Detail:	Navigation	Bridge	Titanic.	The	wheelhouse	of	the	Olympic,	of
conception	similar	to	that	of	the	Titanic.	The	Titanic,	like	its	Olympic-class	sister	ships,	is	powered	by	a	combination	of	two	types	of	machines.	In	the	depths	of	the	liner	there	are	29	boilers	grouped	in	six	rooms[d	26,]	which	supply	steam	to	the	alternative	triple-expansioni	machines	located	in	the	engine	room	(at	the	back	of	the	boiler	rooms)	and	then
the	turbine	in	the	next	room.	The	first	drives	the	two	side	three-bladed	propellers	of	the	liner,	while	the	turbine	rotates	the	central	four-bladed	propeller.	At	a	speed	of	21	knots,	itsIt	is	estimated	between	638	and	737	tons	of	coal	per	day.	At	22nd	knot,	this	is	estimated	between	720	and	808tonnes	per	day,	according	to	the	statistics	taken	into
account[c	17].	The	electricity	needed	for	the	operation	of	the	ship's	various	equipment	is	supplied	by	four	dynamos	from	400kW[52].	The	combustion	fumes	of	coal	and	steam	are	then	evacuated	from	the	three	front	chimneys.	The	fourth,	fiction,	serves	to	improve	the	aesthetics	of	the	cruise	ship,	to	ventilate	the	engine	rooms	and	to	empty	the	steam
from	the	kitchens[b	11],[Note	8].	The	navigation	bridge	of	the	Titanic	is	located	on	the	upper	deck,	about	60	meters	from	the	bow.	It	extends	over	the	entire	width	of	the	ship,	and	includes	two	rudders	(one	closed	and	one	blanket),	two	manoeuvring	wings,	a	navigation	room	and	the	map	room.	Behind	the	catwalk	are	the	accommodations	of	officers
who	enjoy	accommodation	commensurate	with	their	rank:	Commander	Edward	Smith,	for	his	part,	benefits	from	a	suite	with	living	room	and	bathroom[b	12].	On	the	back	of	the	first	fireplace	is	a	wireless	radiotelegraphy	room	whose	vigil	is	ensured	by	two	radio	operators	(Jack	Phillips	and	Harold	Bride	during	the	ship's	only	crossing)	whose
neighborhoods	are	adjacent[c	18].	The	accommodation	of	the	drivers	and	the	wells	are	located	in	the	front	of	the	ship,	and	they	access	their	place	of	work	from	a	staircase	and	a	tunnel[c	19].	The	guard	is	provided	by	the	nest	located	on	the	forward	tree,	and	the	ship	also	has	a	mooring	bridge,	on	the	stern	bridge[b	12].	A	telephone	line	allows	you	to
communicate	between	the	nest,	the	rudder,	the	aft	plane,	the	engine	room	and	the	aft	compartment,	improving	the	speed	of	the	ship's	maneuvers.	Another	line	allows	some	first	class	passengers	To	communicate	with	different	services,	including	offices	[B	13].	Safety	Features	Detailed	Article:	Titanic	Rescue	Canoes.	The	titanic	hull	is	divided	into
sixteen	lapped	compartments	[E	10].	The	closure	of	the	twelve	towers,	located	in	places	where	a	passage	is	necessary	for	the	regular	correction	of	the	ship,	can	be	done	by	means	of	a	switch	located	on	the	gateway	[C	20].	It	can	also	be	done	automatically	when	browsing.	However,	if	the	forward	and	aft	compartments	go	to	decks	D	from	B,	the	centre
compartments	do	not	pay	for	deck	E.	Thus,	it	is	considered	that	if	two	adjacent	compartments	are	flooded,	the	vessel	may	remain	afloat.	This	limit	shall	be	increased	to	four	compartments	if	they	are	the	forward	compartments	of	the	vessel	[Note	9],	[C	21].	The	vessel	is	also	equipped	with	a	double	substance	[note	10].	In	addition,	eight	pumps	capable
of	vacuuming	400	tonnes	of	water	per	hour	are	on	board	[53].	All	this	involve	rumors	of	a	fake	“Unsubmersibility”	of	the	ship	that	the	company	does	not.	However,	such	rumors	are	far	from	referring	only	to	the	TitanicÃ¢:	the	company	had	described	the	cedar,	nine	years	older,	as	“practically	unsuppressable”	[C	22].	The	rumor	also	says	that	at	the
time	of	its	launch,	an	employee	refused:	“God	himself	could	not	flow	that	linebot”	[54].	The	Titanic	is	also	equipped	with	a	lifeboat.	Also	have	a	capacity	of	47	people.	Canoes	20	can	hold	a	total	of	people,	one	third	of	the	capacity	of	the	ship	[B	9].	This	small	number	is,	however,	greater	than	the	laws	of	the	ecterum	which	believe	that	these	canoes	have
the	time	to	make	several	shuttles	between	Large	liner	that	puts	time	to	flow	and	rescue	ships	[55].	The	idea	of	putting	additional	canoes	has	been	envisaged	by	Alexander	Carlisle,	one	of	the	designers	of	the	ship,	but	Ismay	rejected	the	ideal,	not	to	encold	the	superior	bridge	,	and	do	not	weaken	the	reliability	image	of	the	company	[Note	12].
However,	in	order	to	avoid	a	supplemental	coeline	during	a	ventus	change	of	regulation,	Carlisle	successfully	convince	Ismay	to	install	WELIN	typebones	capacities	to	make	dismissal	several	canoes	[D	27].	During	the	sinking	on	April	15,	1912,	the	rescue	boats	only	embark	711	of	the	2,200	people	on	board.	Subsequently,	the	laws	are	modified	to
force	all	the	companies	Marittimis	to	have	sufficient	lifeboats	[D	28],	it	is	the	birth	of	the	International	Convention	Solas	(Safety	of	Life	at	Sea),	two	years	after	the	tragedie.	Installazioni	Destinations	to	the	articoli	passagirs	detailed:	Installazioni	of	the	first	class,	installazioni	of	second	class	and	third	class	installations.	A	first-class	cabin	on	board
Titanic.	The	Titanic	presents	a	luxury	and	inexpensive	comfort	for	the	ec.	The	Installazioni	of	First	Class	Are	Depending	from	the	Bridge	of	Ash	Pont	E,	and	Comnn	Gym,	Smoker,	Ristorante	à	la	Carte,	Cafe	Véréa,	Swimming	pool,	Turkish	baths	and	reading	and	corrispondency	living	room,	as	well	as	A	covered	lungomare.	Certe	cabin	are	equipped	with
bathrooms,	and	two	of	them	smaltires	even	from	a	private	lungomare	[Note	13],	[B	14].	All	these	cabins	and	installazioni	are	connected	by	two	sumptuous	staircases,	the	one	located	at	the	forefront	of	three	elevators	serving	the	bridges	A	to	E.	The	vast	eating	hall	of	Prima	Class	is	located	on	the	deck	D	[E	11].	The	passaggiors	of	second	class	are	not
left	out	and	beyond	cabins	often	equivalent	to	the	The	class	of	other	ships,	on	the	back	of	the	bridges	of	G.	A	staircase	and	an	elevator	serves	the	totality	of	the	ship's	height,	giving	them	access	to	the	Boat	Bridge,	to	their	smoking	room	(Bridge	B),	their	library	(Bridge	C),	and	their	dining	room	(bridge	d).	They	also	have	a	covered	walk	[and	12].	The
third	class	also	offers	a	good	level	compared	to	other	ships,	with	cabins	that	offer	4	to	8	...	and	small	dorms	for	men	centered,	in	the	front.	Only	women	travel	to	them	on	the	back,	and	families	are	grouped	in	the	center.	The	third-class	dining	room	is	located	in	Bridge	F	and	has	its	own	kitchen	(the	other	two	classes	share	theirs),	and	passengers	have
two	common	areas	and	a	smoking	room,	as	well	as	the	stern	bridge.	[And	12].	From	the	article	of	titanic	passengers	Item	Detailed	article:	Titanic	passengers.	John	Jacob	Astor	and	his	thrusts	of	Madeleina	are	the	luckiest	passengers.	Titanic	passenger	ticket.	On	Passengers	316,	325	are	part	of	the	first	class,	285	of	the	second	and	the	last	welcome
706	people.	922	Passengers	come	across	Southampton	(England),	274	in	Cherbourg	(France)	and	120	in	Queenstown	(Ireland).	The	first	class	welcomes	the	most	lucky	passengers	of	the	ship.	These	are	businessmen,	artists,	military	and	political	degrees	among	others.	They	are	often	accompanied	by	many	luggage	and	one	or	more	servants	[D	29].	A
number	of	personalities	traveling	in	the	first	class	for	the	inaugural	crossing	of	the	Titanic,	starting	with	Joseph	Bruce	Ismay,	president	of	the	Mercantile	International	Marine	company	and	Bianca	Line	Star	[to	2]	and	Thomas	Andrews,	the	designer	of	the	ship	[a	3	].	Both	travel	to	observe	the	faults	that	the	ship	could	present.	The	richest	man	on	board
is	John	Jacob	Astor	IV,	Colonel,	Inventor	and	owner	of	American	hotels[a	4].	Other	great	fortunes	were	also	on	board,	such	as	Benjamin	Guggenheim	and	Margaret	Brown,	as	well	as	literate	men	such	as	Jacques	Futrelle[a	5]	and	Archibald	Gracie[a	6],	or	even	sportsmen	such	as	Richard	Norris	American	William	Howard	Taft,	who	also	made	the
crossing	aboard	the	Titanic	to	return	to	the	United	States	prepare	for	the	presidential	elections	the	following	fall[a	8].	The	second,	more	diverse,	class	includes	entrepreneurs,	teachers,	clergymen,	and	sometimes	wealthy	immigrants	or	returnees.[56]	The	comfort	of	which	they	enamel	often	equals	the	prima	class	of	contemporary	cruise	ships.	Among
them	was	Lawrence	Beesley,	a	British	scholar	who	wrote	a	detailed	account	of	the	events	after	the	shipwreck	in	his	book	The	Loss	of	s.s.	Titanic[a	10].	A	family	abbigliamento	also	the	attention,	the	Hoffman	family.	For	their	traveling	companions,	it	is	a	loving	father	and	his	two	young	children,	but	it	appears	after	the	shipwreck	and	death	of	the	father
that	it	was	the	Navratil	family.	Michel	Navratil	had	taken	his	children	from	his	wife	at	the	beginning	of	April	in	the	hope	of	living	a	new	life	in	America.	The	story	of	these	“orphans	of	the	Titanic”	travels	around	the	world[a	11].	The	third	class,	finally,	is	the	immigration	class.	People	travelling	on	board	are	often	in	families,	sometimes	in	groups	of
about	10	people,	like	the	11-member	Sage	family.[57]	They	come	from	many	parts	of	the	world,	that	thisd	e	Scandinavia,	Eastern	Europe,	Ireland	and	sometimes	m195;Soul	of	Asia[e	13].	Before	boarding	and	at	160;	their	arrival	at	169th	Þ£	New	York,	il	sua	caractère	the	object	of	strict	continuous	195;Â'	l	e	sanitales	sanitares	and	are	rigoture
usement	s195;	169;	parâ	169s	of	the	other	passengers.	Most	of	the	Member	States,	in	particular,	have	been	Lucy	Duff	Gordon.	George	Dunton	Widener.	Archibald	Butt.	Margaret	Brown.	Click	on	a	thumbnail	to	enlarge	it.	Þ£Â	page	article	d195;	169;	size19Ã	169;;:	Þ£	137;	whichvepage	of	the	Titanic.	2nd	160;	Officer	Lightoller	(Þ£	160;	right)	and	3rd
160;	Officer	Pitman	(Ã	160;	left).	2.2.2.2.2.2;16;	personsconsisting	of	195;	169;	crew	of	the	Titanic,	66ententententententententententententententententententbetween	195;	160;	1619;	169;	deck	page	(officers,	sailor,	quarter-ma	1748;	tier)	[b;tier)	[b][b],	325	are	s	m19	555	55;	195;	1699cincanis	(under	apples;1	616	169	999	999;	bridge	page	(deck
cleaning)	(pubt)	(officers	(officers,	matlegs,	sailors,	sailors,	sailors,	sailors,	sailors)	[b	16]	and	471	men	and	23	women	are	part	of	the	ship’s	crew	180;	ship’s	loom	(commissioners,	steward,	opÞ£	169;	Rateurs	radio,	[b],	[b][b].	The	Titanic	is	commach;169;	by	Edward	Smith	who,	by	its	popolare	Þ£Â©,	is	afferctÃ	169;	by	transverse	Þ£	169;	inaugural	of
the	great	ships	of	the	White	Star	Line	since	1904[c	23].	Son	commander	in	second	place,	Henry	Wilde,	aÞ§169;	tÃ	169;	mutÞ§	Â©	Þ£	160;	aboard	Þ£	160;	the	sail	of	the	dÃ	169part,	entered	'	174	after	a	stop	in	the	hi	rarchy	of	the	19	569	696	669tare;state-major-ship	[12].	This	makes	it	possible	to	have	an	Ã	169;	staff	expÃ	169;,	the	three	highest
grades195;	169s	of	the	ship	served	near	£169;	c559;	dem	on	the	Olympic[58].	The	workshops	are	as	follows:	195;	160;	t195;Âate	of	195;	169;	whovepage	of	deck,	which	is	charged	169;	to	steer	the	ship	and	sail	to	its	smooth	running.	They	are	assisted	by	169;	s	by	the	174tres,	charg'	169;	s	de	tenir	l	a	bare,	les	velleurs,	post5;	169s	dans	le	nid-de-pie	et
des	matlots	quiv	insured	the	velle	et	se	charnts	de	l'entretien	des	entreils[a	13],[a	14.]	le	personale	mÃ	169;	caniciente	travaille	sous	la	direction	du	chef	mÃ	169;	dogscient	joseph	Bell[a	15]	s'affairent	une	vingtaine	vingtaineNone	of	them	survives	the	shipwreck[c	24].	The	ship’s	29	boilers	are	powered	by	almost	300	drivers	and	supports	working
under	terrible	conditions[59].	Finally,	the	hotel	staff,	which	is	the	most	diverse,	is	also	the	most	widespread.	We	find	a	majority	of	stewards,	accompanied	by	some	hostesses.	These	are	assigned	to	cabins	or	facilities	of	the	ship,	and	be	at	the	service	of	passengers.	This	staff	also	includes	a	large	number	of	chefs[a	16].	The	management	of	the	hotel	staff
is	the	responsibility	of	the	flight	attendant	Hugh	McElroy,	who	is	also	responsible	for	responding	to	complaints	from	passengers[d	31],[a	17].	Jack	Phillips[a	18]	and	Harold	Bride[a	19],	the	ship’s	two	radio	operators,	are	also	affiliated	to	this	category[d	31].	The	Titanic	also	employs	a	quintet	and	trio	orchestra	under	the	direction	of	Wallace	Hartley.
Musicians	perform	in	first	and	second	class,	and	have	become	legendary	for	their	heroic	behavior	during	the	shipwreck[60].	However,	they	are	not	part	of	the	crew,	and	are	considered	second-class	passengers.[61]	Post-itÃ	Discovery	of	the	wreck	Detailed	article:	wreck	of	the	Titanic.	Numerous	expedition	projects	to	find	the	submerged	ship	were
born	without	success	for	many	years[c	25].	The	bow	of	the	wreck	of	the	Titanic,	photographed	in	June	2004.	The	wreck	was	finally	located	on	September	1,	1985	at	1:05	a.m.	by	a	French-American	expedition	led	by	Jean-Louis	Michel	de	lâIFREMER	and	Dr.	Robert	D.	Ballard	of	the	Woods	Hole	Oceanographic	Institute	at	Bort	of	the	RV	Knorr	(AG	OR-
15)	[62].	was	to	cover	research	on	two	American	nuclear	submarines[Note	14],[d	32].	It	is	located	at	a	depth	of	3Ã	̈	821Ã	̈	m[63],	41Ã	̈Â°Ã	̈	43Ã	̈2Ã	̈	̈	N,	49Ã	̈Â°Ã	̈	56Ã	̈2Ã	̈	45Ã	̈	W,	650Ã	̈	km	southeast	of	19].	The	ship	is	broken	into	two	parts	lying	on	the	bottom	about	800	metres	apart,	separated	by	a	field	of	debris[e	14].	During	the	shipwreck,	the	hull
broke	at	the	point	where	the	(bending)	stress	was	greatest,	in	the	engine	room	and	in	the	rear	Grand	Stair[e	15].	Dr.	Ballard	and	his	team	did	not	remove	any	items	from	the	site,	considering	this	to	be	tantamount	to	the	looting	of	graves[e	16].	For	international	maritime	law,	however,	the	recovery	of	objects	is	necessary	to	establish	the	rights	of
safeguard	for	a	wreck.	In	the	years	following	its	discovery,	the	Titanic	was	the	subject	of	numerous	judgments	concerning	the	ownership	of	the	objects	and	the	location	of	the	shipwreck	itself.	Many	objects	have	been	saved	and	are	on	display	to	the	public[and	17].	Scientists	say	the	numerous	expeditions	on	the	wreck	have	accelerated	its	degradation
and	estimate	that	it	will	be	gone	by	2050[b	20].	During	the	summer	of	2016,	using	neutron	imaging	technology,	a	team	of	researchers	from	the	Laue-Langevin	Institute	demonstrated	that	a	molecule	called	ectoene	is	used	by	the	titanic	Halomonas	bacterium	in	the	wreckage	of	the	Titanic	to	survive	the	osmotic	pressure	caused	by	the	salt	of	the	water
on	the	membranes[64],[65].	This	bacterium	that	gnaws	at	the	remains	of	the	ship	should	progressively	eliminate	the	wreckage	by	2030[66].	The	discovery	and	scientific	study	of	the	wreck	provide	a	better	understanding	of	the	exact	circumstances	of	the	wreck,	first	of	all	proving	in	favour	of	the	few	witnesses	who	said	they	saw	the	ship	split	in	two
just	before	the	final	dive.	More	recently,	in	1996,	sonar	was	used	to	see	the	damage	caused	by	the	iceberg	in	the	vessel’s	bow	hull.	Contrary	to	what	was	believed	until	then,	it	is	not	a	100-meter-long	breach,	but	six	small	cuts	aÂ		thicker	than	a	human	arm,	distributed	approximately	along	the	first	third	forward	of	the	vessel,	which	resulted	in	its	loss[d
33].	Most	of	the	cases	have	been	done	in	such	a	way	that	the	European	Parliament	has	never	had	the	courage	to	present	a	report.	They	are	made	of	iron	and	not	steel	as	in	the	central	section,	due	to	the	inability	of	suppliers	to	follow	the	rates	and	quantities	imposed	by	the	manufacturer.	The	study	speculated	that	stronger	steel	rivets	might	have,	if
not	saved	the	ship,	at	least	dealt	with	long	enough	to	allow	help	to	arrive	in	time.[40][67]	However,	new	assays	conducted	under	different	conditions	by	the	Woods	Hole	Laboratory	(United	States)	in	2010	demonstrated	the	opposite.	The	study,	which	included	the	reproduction	for	saggiis	of	a	piece	composed	of	two	riveted	steel	plates,	similar	to	those
of	the	shell,	subjected	the	rivets	and	plates	to	different	pressures,	and	demonstrated	that	the	structure	and	composition	of	the	latter	were	the	last.	The	centenary	of	the	sinking	of	the	Titanic	places	the	wreck	under	the	protection	of	the	UNESCO	Convention	on	the	Protection	of	the	Underwater	Cultural	Heritage[69].	In	August	2019,	a	new	expedition
with	a	three-year	natassity	of	preparation	reported	high-definition	images	of	the	wreckage,	showing	a	carcass	weakened	by	corrosion	and	bacteria	that	erode	the	ship’s	metallic	structure.	It	is	estimated	that	the	wreckage	will	disappear	completely	within	the	coming	decades[70].	A	“curse”DÞ§	169;Â¥Â©:	LÞ£;Â©	generi	and	th19;Â©	alternative	ories
on	the	sinking	of	the	Titanic.	William	Thomas	Stead,	author	of	several	short	stories	about	the	shortage	of	lifeboats,	died	aboard	the	Titanic.	There	is	a	number	of	l1959;gendes	Þ£	160;	proposals	of	the	Titanic.	There	is	no	longer	the	19;168;vent’annni	d’invention	que	l’invenzione	ou	de	la	194;171;_;160;	folie19;	160;	19;190;	194;Â”,	but	others	are
co195;Û	̄Zä	̈¬;;;;	pol66	666	669;;;	1	656	696	969	696	969	696;;;;	1	666	969	696	969	696	966	669	696	969	696;	Thus,	alcune	di	esse	si	referiscono	al	195;Â©	l’esistenza	dei	plusieurs	Þ£	169	parfois	considerid	Ã		169;	Fourteen	years	before	the	shipwreck,	Morgan	Robertson	at	169;	cites	The	Shipwreck	at	171;	160;	Titanium	160;	194;;Â.”	Apr’1955;168s
the	sinking	of	the	Titanic,	the	donut	book	inÞ§putation,	appearing	asÞ§169;	tonamento	prÃ	169;	169;	monitor	and	is	Ã	169;	195;	195;	says;195;	169;	m195;;;;;;;;;;	me	Ã	169e[e_].	There	are	indeed	magnificent	similarities	between	the	history	of	the	book	and	the	r1959;169;	alit195;	169;	Ú:	the	ship,	named	Þ£Â©	Titano,	is	the	most	impotent	in	the	world
and	prá3169;	199;	innumerable	trade.	In	fact,	it	has	only	the	minimum	number	of	lifeboats	required	by	law.	It	hits	an	iceberg,	sinks	and	the	majority	169;	passengers	is	glazed	from	the	shipwreck[d	34].	Of	mm195;Soul,	il	giornalista	William	Thomas	Stead’s	si	impegna	contro	le	lack	of	means	of	rescue	aboard	the	ships.	In	a	short	story,	he	tells	of	a
collision	between	two	ships	not	all	passengers	are	saved	169s,	for	lack	of	means	of	rescue.	Sted	concluse19;160;:	194;	171;	194;	160;	This	is	exactly	what	will	happen	if	the	liners	are	launched195;	169s	with	too	few	canoes194;	“[71].	Six	years	later,	he	published	De	l’Ancien	Monde	au	Nouveau,	a	short	story	in	which	he	told	a	fictional	change	aboard
the	liner	(well	r195;	el)	Majestic	of	the	White	Star	Line	under	the	request	of	Edward	Smith.	During	the	crossing	at	169th,	the	vessel’s	arr195;Âate	to	rescue	shipwrecks	169;	liner	having	heuprt195;	169;	an	iceberg[71].	On	15	April	1912,	Stead	was	at	160;	aboard	the	Titanic,	commanded	by	Edward	Smith,	and	died	in	the	wreck.	Some	expertsints	at
169;	postind	la	travers195;	169e.	On	Son	d195;	169part	of	Titanic	is	lacking	in	collide	with	New	York.	CET_;	169;	195;	169;	Entran	at	174;	Nä	±	£	©,	as	Lawrence	Beesley's	(Second	Class	Passenger	after	Raceonto	þ	£	169;	his	historire	in	a	book),	rumors	and	superstors	passengers	and	certainly	and	of
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soot-covered	support	at	the	top	of	the	fourth	168th	path.	CeperDal,	it;	Crit	him-M195;	he	is	only	that	only	on	196171;	Others	L195;	169;	Terns	REL195;	168D;	Wind	of	the	Pura	affabulazione.	According	to	one	of	Ellers,	John	Jacob	Astor	IV	Aurit	Ramen195;	169;	figlio	marriage	travel	in	195;	137;	Gypt	a	mummy	he	has	done	charging	Ãƒ	160;	edit	of
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v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	v	Þ	£	174ant	his	loss.	Cecione	no	mummy	is	mentioned195;	169th	in	the	manifesto	of	the	ship,:	the	Storiens'Fisarmonic	therefore	for	disastros	that	it	negates	L195;	only	from	a	L195;	úÿ	Ginde	without	the	least	fundament.	The	centenary	of	the	sinking	articolo	D195;	169;
TAILLI195;	169;	Úš:	Centenary	of	the	sinking	of	the	Titanic.	Rþ	£	169;	Pliques	Nature	grandeur	The	Chinese	company	Seven-Star	Energy	Investment	Group	Investigat	170Ã,	160;	160;	160;	Miles	of	Dollar	Buire	Buire	a	R195;	plus	þ	£	Size	it;	169EBOT	QUIV	will	be	Amar	è¯	169;	e	in	a	port	on	the	river;	165;	168;	Re;	This	R195;	169;	Plique	will	have	a
MA	TURISTICA	and	Didactic	GR19;	162CE	160;	A	musnut	a	sinking	simulaur	[75].	Australian	billioneire	clive	palmer	Also	l226;	â	€	™;	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	¢	Plicice	of	the	liner	[76],	Titanic	II,	Dong	the	miserable	in	use	is	presented	for	2022	[77].	Tourism	in	2018,	society	169;	T195;	169;	Oceangate	Organiza	for	Tourism	wishing	to	visit	the	195;	169;	Prepara
(at	the	price	of	100Ã,	160;	000þ	~	160dollari)	descents	in	submarine,	underwater,	At	the	same	time,	a	scientist	who	maps	the	ship	in	three	dimensions,	in	order	to	study	the	speed	with	which	it	disintegrates[78].	The	Titanic	in	fiction	Films,	TV	films	and	documentaries	Detailed	article:	The	Titanic	in	the	movies.	Poster	of	Saved	dal	Titanic	starring
Dorothy	Gibson,	survivor	of	the	shipwreck.	Song	of	the	Titanic	in	French	and	English.	The	history	of	the	Titanic	has	been	illustrated	in	a	large	number	of	films	and	TV	films.	The	first	is	Salvato	dal	Titanic,	an	American	film	directed	by	Áftienne	Arnaud	starring	Dorothy	Gibson,	a	survivor	of	the	shipwreck.	Released	in	1912,	there	is	no	trace	of	it	after
the	fire	of	the	studios	where	it	was	stored,	in	1914[b	22],[d	35].	The	same	year	released	In	Nacht	und	Eis,	a	German	silent	film[79].	In	1943,	Joseph	Goebbels	demanded	the	shooting	of	Titanic,	a	superproduzione	destined	for	Nazi	propaganda,	directed	by	Werner	Klingler	and	Herbert	Selpin	with	Sybille	Schmitz	and	Hans	Nielsen[80].	The	filming	was
marked	by	the	imprisonment	and	death	of	its	first	director,	Herbert	Selpin.	In	the	end,	the	film	was	not	released	in	Germany,	Goebbels	feared	to	demoralize	the	population	who	suffered	many	British	bombings.[d	36]	1953	saw	the	arrival	of	the	liner	in	Hollywood	with	the	release	Titanic	by	Jean	Negulesco	with	Barbara	Stanwyck	and	Clifton	Webb[81].
The	year	1958	saw	the	arrival	on	the	screens	of	the	film	Atlantique,	latitudine	41Â°	(A	Night	to	Remember),	a	British	film	by	Roy	Ward	Baker	with	Kenneth	More	and	Ronald	Allen[82].	Adapted	from	the	book	The	Night	of	the	Titanic	by	the	historian	Walter	Lord,	it	is	made	with	the	help	of	certain	actors	of	the	drama,	which	makes	it	one	of	the	films
closest	to	reality[d	37].	In	1979	S.O.S.	Titanic,	William	Hale’s	American-British	TV	movie,	was	released.[83].	The	following	year,	Raise	the	Titanic,	an	American	film	by	Jerry	Jameson	adapted	from	the	novel	by	Clive	Cussler,	was	released.Commercial	and	criticism	[84].	In	1989,	a	short	appearance	of	the	"Ghost	Titanic"	in	the	port	of	New	York	in	the
film	SOS	ghost	2	[85].	In	1996,	the	Mini-Series	of	Robert	Lieberman	The	Titanic	with	Peter	Gallagher,	Eva	Marie	Saint	and	Catherine	Zeta-Jones	returns	the	history	of	the	cruise	ship	into	two	parts	of	a	hour	and	twenty	each.	If	the	story	follows	fictitious	characters,	the	background	texture	shows	some	real	anecdotes,	such	as	the	history	of	the	Allison
family	[note	15].	The	famous	film	Famous	on	the	Titanic	is	the	James	Cameron	film,	Titanic,	released	in	1997.	With	Leonardo	DiCaprio,	Kate	Winslet	and	Billy	Zane,	the	film	wins	11	Oscar	and	1ã,	845,	034,	188,	$	al	World	Box	Office	[86].	It	becomes	so,	for	the	era,	the	film	that	has	collected	the	largest	revenue	in	history.	This	film	revives	interest	in
Titanic,	bringing	the	publication	(and	sometimes	reprinting)	of	many	works,	as	well	as	exhibitions,	and	the	creation	of	many	websites	[D	38].	Cameron	also	produced	the	documentary	the	ghosts	of	the	Titanic	concerning	the	wreck	of	the	ship	[87].	In	1999,	the	episode	10	of	the	first	season	of	the	Futurama	series,	entitled	Titanic	2	(at	flight	to
remember	en	vo,	name	inspired	by	Roy	Ward	Baker's	film,	at	Night	to	Remember),	is	inspired	by	the	shipwreck.	In	this	episode,	Titanic	2	is	a	spaceship	inspired	by	an	old	20th	century	film	driven	by	Captain	Zapp	Brannigan	who	sees	born	an	idyll	identical	to	that	of	the	characters	of	Rose	and	Jack	in	the	film	by	James	Cameron,	but	between	Two
robots:	poor	bender	and	a	rich	duchess.	This	ship	suffers	the	same	destiny	as	the	ship	from	which	it	is	inspired.	In	2007,	the	special	Christmas	episode	of	the	Season	3	of	the	English	series	Doctor	Who	evokes	Titanic.	In	this	episode,	which	brings	the	name	of	a	cruise	around	the	Earth,	the	Titanic	takes	the	form	of	a	gigantic	spaceship.	In	2010,	the
episode	12	of	Season	6	(season	7	for	American	numeration)	of	Futurama,	titled	The	Mutants	Are	Revolting	in	VO,	is	again	inspired	by	the	wreck	of	the	Titanic,	freely	recording	the	story	of	John	Jacob	Astor	on	board	an	"Earth-Titanic,"	The	largest	and	only	Earth	cruise	ship	in	history	sunk	in	New	York	on	the	10th	April	2912,	after	a	collision	with	a
mailbox.	In	2012,	the	Titanic	series:	blood	and	steel	recur	in	twelve	episodes	from	construction	to	the	launch	of	the	ship,	describing	life	in	Belfast	at	the	beginning	of	the	20th	century,	taking	many	historical	liberties.	In	2014,	in	episode	11	of	the	first	season	of	the	series	Rick	and	Morty,	titled	Ricksy	Business,	a	tourist	attraction	called	Titanic	2	allows
to	play	scenes	of	James	Cameron's	film.	Romans	The	Titanic	shipwreck	has	also	inspired	many	novels	that	are	more	or	less	strongly	inspired	by	its	history.	Walter	Lord	(Trad.Yves	Riviera),	The	Night	of	the	Titanic,	Paris,	Robert	Laffont,	1958	Amin	Maalouf,	Samarcande,	Jean-Claude	Latte	©	s,	1988	Jean-Pierre	Keller,	On	the	Titanic	Bridge,	Geneva:
Zoe	©,	1994	Elisabeth	Navratil,	Children	of	the	Titanic,	Book	Po	Che,	1998	Djana	Pascal	and	Michel	Pascal,	Titanic:	In	addition	to	a	curse,	Paris,	Anne	Carriere	Eds,	2004,	213rd	p.	(ISBN	978-2-84	337-245-2	and	2-84	337-245-3)	Patrick	Besson,	La	Titanic,	Mille	and	one	night,	Col.	Max	Allan	Collins	(between	Catherine	Cheval),	Les	Murtres	du	Titanic,
Paris,	Rivages,	Col.	Rivages	Noir	(No	43),	2001,	261st	pagg.	(ISBN	978-2-7436-0839-2	and	2-74A	360-839-0)	Jo	e	lle	Quentin-Doucet,	the	mysterious	baby	of	the	Titanic,	Percorsi,	Col.	"A	Story	for	History",	2006,	624p.	(ISBN	978-2-84	478-484-1	and	2-84	478-484-4)	Philippe	de	Baleine,	Last	conversation	on	the	Titanic,	Paris,	Press	de	Renaissance,
1998,	127	p.	(ISBN	978-2-85616-717-5	et	2-85616-717-9)	Didier	Decoin,	La	femme	de	chambre	du	Titanic,	Paris,	Points,	coll.	J.J.I.A.,	I.A.,	I.A.	It	will	be	the	recherche	de	Sir	Malcolm,	par	Floc'h	et	Rivière,	Dargaud.	Corpus	Hermeticum:	Titanic,	album	scénarisé	par	Richard	D.	Nolane	et	dessiné	par	Patrick	Dumas,	coll.	Terres	Secrètes,	Éditions	Soleil,
avril	2009,	44	p.	Le	Titanic	apparaît	également	dans	l'aventure	de	Picsou,	Le	Bâtisseur	d'empires	du	Calisota,	par	Don	Rosa,	et	dans	Les	Avent	Dans	the	album	Sophaletta	tome	4,	d'Erik	Arnoux	et	Dominique	Hé	Les	Larmes	de	la	Tzarine	édité	chez	Glénat	en	2000,	moreieurs	pages	se	passent	à	bord	du	Titanic	au	cours	du	naufrage	du	paquebot.	Autres
médias	Le	Titanic	a	réussi	à	s'imposer	sur	d'autres	supports	que	le	papier	et	les	écrans.	Ainsi,	une	comédie	musical	a	tenu	l'affiche	entre	1998	et	2000.	♪It	also	began	before	and	around	this	topic,	as	Titanic:	an	adventure	out	of	time	that	offers	a	faithful	reproduction	of	the	ship	[89].	The	story	of	the	Titanic	also	inspired	a	work	by	British	composer
Gavin	Bryars,	the	sinking	of	the	Titanic	(1969).	It	includes	the	autumn	hymn	that	could	have	been	played	by	the	musicians	at	the	time	of	the	sinking	[90].	A	play	by	Jean-Pierre	Ronfard,	Titanic,	tells	the	story	of	existing	characters	such	as	Adolf	Hitler	or	Charlie	Chaplin	were	never	on	the	cover.	Titanic	is	finally	the	title	of	a	poet	by	Benjamin	Fonnello,
in	the	collection	the	evil	of	ghosts	and	inspired	as	theme	the	song	of	the	cellar	interpreted	by	Cine	Dion	my	heart	will	go	on.	Notes	and	memories	Notes'Some	have	subsequently	refused	that	the	Titanic	has	been	cursed	because	of	the	absence	of	baptism,	but	the	ideal	does	not	hold	to	the	extent	that	a	l	l	the	ships	of	the	White	Star	l	in	e	were	in	the
same	case.	Morgan	is	the	owner	of	the	international	shipping	company	Mercantile	Marine,	a	trust	of	which	ISMAY	is	the	president	and	which	includes	several	shipping	companies	including	the	white	star.	"The	port	of	Liverpool,	long	used	by	the	white	line	of	the	star	as	the	port	of	operations,	is	defeated	for	Southampton	from	the	1907,	the	latter	in	the
largest	and	allowing	an	economic	stop.	Cherbourg!	Liverpool,	however,	remains	the	port	of	attachment	of	the	vessels	of	the	company,	even	when	they	do	not	need	it.	It	is	"These	numbers	are	questionable,	however,	of	the	certainty	that	it	was	possible.	At	the	same	time,	they	do	not	take	into	account	illegal	passengers	and	drivers	engaged	at	the	last
minute.	It	is"However,	studies	have	shown	that	the	canoes	could	support	more	than	a	dozen	passengers.	The	ability	could	then	be	pushed	to	passenger	318.	"However,	most	of	the	expensive	sailors	of	the	ecterum	consider	that,	in	a	free	time,	he	more	to	navigate	quickly.	â		′	RMS	Meaning	of	the	real	mail	ship,	it	is	for	“packing	the	real	posts.”	Ã	̈	â		The
number	of	tracks	on	a	cover	gives	an	impression	of	reliability	in	the	EC’s	imagination.	The	first	“four	garbage”,	from	the	German	production,	did	not	necessarily	use	it	only	two,	and	“Y	Ã	̈”	conduits	allowed	to	feed	the	four	trail.	It’s	smoky.	However,	the	four-track	fashion	passed	quickly,	and	the	concept	was	abandoned	shortly	before	the	First	World
War	in	favour	of	the	three-track	until	the	1950s.	We	pass	two	paths	also	to	AnnÃ	̈s	1960-1970	to	get	to	the	excellent	fire	retardant	on	the	vast	majority	of	current	ships.	“The	sinking	of	the	Titanic	is	thus	explained	by	the	fact	that	the	iceberg	opened	several	waterways	in	the	five	compartments	before.	Such	an	accident	was	simply	not	foreseen	by	the
designers.	Do	not	confuse	double	background	and	double	shell:	the	second	one	behaves	like	a	second	skin	of	the	ship	(submarines	are	for	example	equipment)	while	the	double	background	is	a	double	Ã	Â©	thickness	at	the	bottom	of	the	ship.	These	canoes,	bearing	the	number	1	and	2,	are	in	the	front	of	the	upper	deck	and	are	suspended	from	their
davits,	detailed,	ready	to	be	used	to	repeat	a	man	falling.	The	sea	for	example.	â	In	addition,	offering	a	sufficient	number	of	canoes	on	the	ships	of	the	Olympic	class	would	lead	to	the	awareness	of	the	inadequacy	of	the	means	of	life	saving,	and	the	need	to	add	boats	on	all	the	ships	of	the	company.	These	suites,	located	on	deck	B,	are	an	exclusivity	of
the	Titanic,	which	solved,	like	the	Café	de	Paris,	some	last-minute	changes.	“The	realization	of	the	expeditions	was	only	in	2008	by	Robert	Ballard	himself.	Hudson,	Bess	and	their	daughter	Lorraine	Allison	morti	nel	naufragio	dopo	aver	cercato	invano	di	ritrovare	il	loro	piccolo	Trevor,	che	la	loro	balia	Alice	Cleaver	aveva	portato	con	sÃ©	su	una	barca.
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chemist	(May	18,	2004).	20th	century	1902:	Charles-Marie	Himmer,	Belgian	prelate	(â	11	January	1994)	1907:	Raymond	Leopold	Bruckberger,	French	religious	and	writer	(â	4	January	1998).	Pete	Desjardins,	American	diver,	double	Olympic	champion	(born	May	6,	1985)	1911:	Martin	Denny,	American	pianist,	arranger	and	composer	(born	March	2,
2005).	Maurice	Schumann,	French	politician	(Feb.	9,	1998).	1914:	Jean	Reverzy,	French	physician	and	novelist	(July	9,	1959).	1921:	Chuck	Connors,	American	actor	(November	10,	1992).	Jake	Warren,	Canadian	Diplomat	(â	April	2008).	Sheb	Wooley,	singer	and	American	actor	(16	September	2003).	1925:	Bernard	Moirssier,	FranÃ§ais	Navigator	(16
June	1994).	Lionel	Villeneuve,	a	quote	(Ã	¢	â,¬	30	November	2000).	1927:	Piero	Tosi,	Italian	and	cinema	and	cinema	(10	August	2019	Italian	costume	(Ã	¢	â,¬	10).	1929:	Yvette	Roudy,	political	politician	and	European	French,	socialist,	FÃ	©	Ministerator,	Mayor	of	Lisieux	from	1989	to	2001.	Max	von	Sydow,	a	Franco-Sue	actor	(â,¬	8	March	2020).
1930:	Bolling	Claude,	French	musician	(December	29,	2020).	Michel	Polac,	French	journalist	(Ã	¢	â,¬	7	August	2012).	1932:	Seyrig	,	Actress	and	FranÃ§ine	Report	(â,¬	15,	1990).	Omar	Sharif,	an	Egoppito	actor	(Ã	¢	â,¬	10	July	2015).	1933Ã	¢:	Anne-Ayyone	Giscard	d'Estaing,	Estaing	ValÃƒ	Ry	Greet.	1936:	Bobby	Smith,	the	American	singer	of	the
spin	(16	March	2013).	1938:	Don	Meredith,	American	Football	Quartet	(December	5,	2010).	1941:	Gilles	de	Robien,	French	politician.	Yakiv	Zheleznyak,	Ukrainian	sports	shooter,	Olympic	champion.	1942	.:	Suzanne	Lesque,	animator	and	actress	QuÃ	©	RA	Core.	AndrÃ	©	Mathieu,	Teacher	and	Novelist	QuÃ	©	pose	(â,¬	11	September	2009).	1943:
Julio	Estrada,	Mexican	composer.	1944:	Robin	Ward,	a	Canadian	and	Sool	actor.	1945:	Kevin	Berry,	Australian	swimmer,	Olympic	champion	(Ã	¢	â,¬	7	December	2006).	Vera	trick,	soviet	cavalière,	Olympic	champion	(4	March	1995).	1947:	Daniel	Bilalian,	French	journalist.	1948:	Mel	Blount,	football	player.	1949:	Diarra	Afausesou	Thiero,	Malian
politician.	Remember	Bricka,	musician,	singer	or	an	Alsatian	French	orchestra.	1950:	Ken	Griffey,	Sr.,	American	Professional	Baseball	Player.	Eddie	Hazel,	American	Musician,	guitarist	of	the	funkadelic	group	(Ã	¢	â,¬	2.3	December	1992).	1952:	Steven	Seagal,	amenistic	actor.	1954:	Peter	Macnicol,	actor	e	1956:	Loustal	(Jacques	de	Loustal	says),
author	of	French	comics.	1958:	FranÃÂ§ois	Berland,	French	actor.	Kenneth	Edmonds,	American	musician.	Sophie	Faucher,	Quebec	actress.	1959:	Yvan	Loubier,	Qubecois	economist	and	politician.	1960:	Jeffrey	Float,	American	swimmer,	Olympic	champion.	1961:	Olivier	Raoux,	French	film	decorator	(Ã¢¦	1963Ã¢¦:	Mark	Oliver	Everett,	American
musician.	Doris	Leuthard,	Swiss	politician.	Juan	Mora,	Spanish	matador.	1964:	Charly	Nestor,	French	animator,	television	producer	and	director.	1967:	Donald	Dufresne,	Canadian	ice	hockey	player.	1968:	Damien	Witecka,	French	actor.	1969:	Billy	Jayne,	actor	1970:	Enrico	Ciccone,	Canadian	ice	hockey	player.	Leonard	Doroftei,	Romanian	boxer.
Christophe	HonorÃÂ©,	French	writer	and	director.	1971:	Romain	Humeau,	French	musician	and	singer.	Denis	Voronenkov,	Russian	politician	(23	March	2017).	1972:	Phi	Nhung,	Vietnamese	singer	1973:	Guillaume	Canet,	French	actor.	Roberto	Carlos	da	Silva,	Brazilian	footballer.	Tony	Vairelles,	French	footballer.	1976:	Sara	Renner,	Canadian	cross-
country	skier.	1978:	Rokhaya	Diallo,	French	journalist	and	activist.	1979:	Sophie	Ellis-Bextor,	British	singer[9].	1980:	Sean	Avery,	Canadian	ice	hockey	player.	Charlie	Hunnam,	British	actor.	Bryce	Soderberg,	American	musician	of	the	group	Lifehouse.	1981:	LÃÂ¦titia	BlÃÂ©ger,	Miss	France	2004.	Michael	Pitt,	American	musician	and	actor,	guitarist-
singer	of	Pagoda.	1982:	Sami	Driss,	French	basketball	player.	Andre	Ethier,	American	baseball	player.	Chyler	Leigh,	American	actress.	1983:	Bobby	Dixon,	American	basketball	player.	1984:	Lucy	Lee,	Czech	actress.	Mandy	Moore,	American	singer.	1985:	Dion	Phaneuf,	Canadian	hockey.	1986:	Vincent	Kompany,	Belgian	footballer.	Corey	Kluber,
pitcher.	American	Baseball.	1987:	Shay	Mitchell,	Canadian	actress	and	model.	Hayley	Westenra,	New	Zealand	opera	artist.	1988:	Chris	Heston,	American	baseball	player.	Haley	Joel	Osment,	American	actor.	Pilar	Bakam	Tzuche,	weights	of	Cameroon.	1989:	Thomas	Heurtel,	French	basketball	player.	1990:	Alex	Pettyfer,	British	actor	and	model.	1992:
Daisy	Ridley,	British	actress.	Sadio	ManÃ	Â©,	Senegalese	footballer.	1993Ã	̈	̈	̈	̈:	Barbara	Pravi,	French	singer	and	songwriter	vice-laureate	of	the	Eurovision	Song	Contest	in	2021.	1994:	Nerlens	Noel,	American	basketball	player.	1996:	LoÃ		Ì	c	Nottet,	Belgian	singer,	dancer	and	composer.	21st	century	2007:	Princess	Ariadne	of	the	Netherlands,	third
daughter	of	King	William	Alexander	of	the	Netherlands	and	Queen	MÃ	Â¡xima.	Deceased	10th	century	947:	Ugo	dâ		Arles,	King	of	Italy	(c.	880).	15th	century	1460:	Antoine	Neyrot,	Italian	Catholic	religious,	member	of	the	Dominican	Order,	martyred	in	Tunis	(c.	1425)	16th	century	1533:	Frederick	I,	King	of	Denmark	(7	October	1471).	1585Ã	̈:	Gregory
XIII,	226Â°	Pope	(Â°	1502).	1599:	Gabrielle	dâEstrÃÂ©es,	lover	of	King	Henry	IV	(°	1571).	17th	century	1640:	Agostino	Agazzari,	Italian	composer	(2	December	1578).	18th	century	1704:	William	Egon	of	Furstenberg,	French	prelate	(2	December	1629).	1716:	Samuel	Faber,	German	scholar	(3	March	1657).	1728:	Nicodemus	Tessin	the	Younger,
Swedish	architect	(23	May	1654).	1756:	Giacomo	Antonio	Perti,	Italian	composer	(6	June	1661).	1760:	Jean	Lebeuf,	French	historian	(7	March	1687).	1786:	John	Byron,	British	soldier	(8	November	1723).	19th	century	1813:	Joseph-Louis	Lagrange,	French	mathematician	(25	January	1736).	1814:	Charlemagne	Taupin,	French	soldier	(17	August	1767).
1882:	Ewelina	HaÃÅska,	Polish	countess,	wife	of	Honorato	of	Balzac	(6	January	1801).	Dante	Gabriel	British	poet	and	painter	(12th	May	1828).	1883's:	Emilie	Mayer,	German	composer	(14May	1812).	1884th:	Jean-Baptiste	Dumas,	French	chemist	and	politician	(18th	July	1800).	1886:	Agostino	Bertani,	MA	©	Italian	politics	(19th	October	1812).	XX
century	1919:	Emiliano	Zapata,	Mexican	Republic	(8th	August	1879).	1931:	Gibran	Khalil	Gibran,	Lebanese	poet	(from	the	6th	January	1883).	1938:	King	Oliver	(Joseph	Nathan	Oliver	said),	corneteer,	composer	and	director	of	the	American	orchestra	(11th	May	1885).	1948:	Edmond	Briat,	French	Syndicalist	(28th	December	1864).	1954:	Auguste
Lumiere,	French	engineer,	inventor	of	cinema	(35October	1862).	1955:	Pierre	Teilhard	de	Chardin,	a	French	religious	scientist	and	philosopher	(May	I	1881).	1958:	Chuck	Willis,	American	singer	(31	January	1928).	1960:	Second	©	Berthomieu,	Dinner	©	French	asthma	(16	fever	1903).	1962:	Michael	Curtiz,	amenity	release	(24th	December	1886).
Stuart	Sutcliffe,	British	painter	and	musician,	member	of	the	Beatles	(23rd	June	1940).	1965:	Linda	Darnell,	American	actress	(35th	October	1923).	Caroline	Otero	called	"Beautiful	Otero",	a	singer,	dancer	and	Spanish	courtesan	(4th	November	1868).	19666:	Evelyn	Waugh,	British	wreck	(28th	October	1903).	1967:	Jean-Claude	Rolland,	French	actor
(31st	August	1931).	1975:	Marjorie	Main,	American	Attrice	(Fever	1890).	1979:	Nino	Rota,	Italian	composer	(3rd	December	1911).	1980:	Kay	Medford,	American	actress	(14	September	1914).	1986:	Linda	Creed	(IT),	singer	and	songwriter	amenity	(6th	December	1948).	1991:	Natalie	Schafer,	American	actress	(5th	November	1900).	1993:	Chris	Hani,
South	African	politician	(28th	June	1942).	1996:	Hans	Beck,	Norwegian	ski	jumper	(25April	1911).	1997:	Martin	Schwarzschild,	German-American	astronaut	(31st	May	1912).	Raimond	Castaing,	physicien	français	(December	28,	1921).	Jean	Chapot,	acteur,	dialoguiste,	compositour,	producteur,	scénariste	et	réalisateur	français	(November	15,	1930).
Dieter	Erler,	footballer	est-allemand	puis	allemand	(°	28	mai	1939).	Zezé	Moreira,	footballer	puis	entraîneur	brésilien	(October	16,	1907).	1999:	Fatafehi	Tu'ipelehake,	prince	et	homme	politique	tongien	(°	7	janvier	1922).	2000:	Rabah	Bitat,	homme	politique	algérien	(°	19	December	1925).	Peter	Jones,	acteur	et	scénariste	américain	(June	12,	1920).
Larry	Linville,	acteur	américain	(September	29,	1939).	XXIe	siècle	2002:	Maurice	Horgues,	chansonnier	français	(Juillet	8	1923).	Yuji	Hyakutake,	astronome	japonais	(June	7,	1950).	2003:	Piccola	Eva,	américaine	cantilenate	(June	29,	1943).	2004:	Jacek	Kaczmarski,	cantilen	polonais	(°	22	Mars	1957).	2005:	Norbert	Brainin,	violoniste	autrichien	(°	12
Mars	1923).	2006:	Claude	Esteban,	poète	français	(June	26,	1935).	2007:	Charles	Philippe	Leblond,	biologiste	québécois,	spécialiste	de	la	recherche	biomédicale	fundamental	(°	5	février	1910).	Dakota	Staton,	chanting	of	amyricaine	jazz	(June	30,	1930).	2008:	Ernest	Corripio	Ahumada,	prélat	mexicain	(June	29,	1919).	2010:	Lech	Kaczyński,	président
de	la	République	polonais	(June	18,	1949).	Dixie	Carter,	Américaine	Actrice	(°	25	never	1939).	Franciszek	Gagor,	polone	général	(September	8,	1951).	2012:	Raymond	Aubrac,	résistant	français	(July	31,	1914).	Maria-Pia	Casilio,	actrice	italienne	(°	5	mai	1935).	Jean	Stout	(Jean	Destouet	dit),	chanteur	et	acteur	français	spécialisé	dans	le	doublage,	voix
chantée	de	Baloo	dans	le	dessin	animé	"Le	Livre	de	la	jungle"	etc.	(°	17	avril	1933).	2013:	Raymond	Boudon,	sociologist	français,	membre	de	l'Académie	des	sciences	morales	et	politiques	(°	27	janvier	1934).	Robert	Edwards,	a	British	physiologist	(September	27,	1925).	2014:	Dominique	Baudis,	journalistFrench	politician	167	(born	14	April	1947).	Jim
Flaherty,	Canadian	politician	(b	at	#30	d195;	169;	December	1949).	Paul	Lacroix,	painter	and	sculptor	quÃ		169;	bÃ		169;	cois	(ÞのÂ°	11	April	199).	Sue	Townsend,	novelist	168;	English	re	(Þの	176;	2	April	1946).	2021Ã	̈:	195;	¤	douard	J.	Maunick,	mate,	Þ£	169;	writer,	giornalista	et	diplomtico	e	maurimen	(°	23	embre	1931).	CÞ§	169;	I195;	169;
calibration	No	daysni195;	169e	international	Ã	169;	pertoriÃ	169;	169;	and	includes	the	date	of	the	class[10].	Þ£Â	United	States194;:	169th	day	of	fruit19;	168res	and	to	147;Â”;;;	National	Cinnamon	Crescent	day[11],	day	of	the	crescent	Þ£	160;	cinnamon	160;	Giorno	del	Golf[12],	169th	diary	of	the	golfer	(the	Sunday	of	9	April	clean	Þ£	160;	Mr
Ballesterros).	Saints	of	Þ£	137;	chry195;	169;	threes	Saints	of	Þ£	137;	catholic	and	orthodox	saints	of	Þ£	137	catholic[13]	and	orthodox[14]194;:	Appolonius	(_;128;;	IVe19	196	666	664;;;	si66	666	666	666	666	666;	precle),	prcle;;;;;;;;;;	BÞ£	168;	from	the	young	(Ã¢Â	883),	bÞ£Â©	dettn	Ã	160;	Drain	it.	GaÞ£an	(Ã¢Â	IVe194;	Ù	cle),	deacon	and	martyr	in
Thrace.	Pallade	(Â	658),	Þ£	169;Aque	d’Auxerre.	Terence	(£	250)	and	his	companions,	martyrs	Þ£	160;	Carthage.	Saints	and	Blesseds	of	Ã	137;	catholic	slides	Saints	and	Blesseds	of	Þ£	137;	catholic	slides[13]194;:	Antoine	Neyrot	(Ã¢Â	140;	1460),	Dominican	martyr;	Tunis.	Bonifacio	Zukowski	(d.	1942),	martyr	Franciscan	Þ£	Dachau.	Fulbert	de
Chartres	(£	1028),}169;	Island	of	Chartres.	Macaire	l’ArmÃ	169nien	(Ã¢Â	1042),	Ù”	avant-garde	169;	listener	of	the	BaviÃ	168re,	monk	at	160;	Saint-Bavon	Abbey	in	Ghent.	Madeleine	de	Canossa	(around	1835),	fondutice	of	the	girls	of	the	Canossian	charity.	Marc	Fantuzzi	of	Bologna	(around	1479),	Franciscan	in	Piacenza.	Michael	of	the	Saints	(d.
1625),	Trinitarian	7	Valladolid.	Father	of	Abdinghof	(Ã¢Â	1058),	recluse	È”	160;	Saints-Pierre-et-Paul	Abbey	in	Paderborn.	Santi	ortodossi	santi	ortodossi[14]	of	the	day	(on	dates	sometimes	“julienes”/	:	Þ£gozire	(d.	1821),	G	gozire	V	of	Constantinople,	n19o-martyr.	PrÞ£Â©	names	of	the	day	Happy	holiday	to:	Fulbert,	EzÃ	169chiel.	And	also	to:	GÃ
169;	goire	and	its	variants	or	diminutives	to:	Greg,	Greg,	Gregorio,	GÃƒ	169O,	Gþ	£	169;	gore194;	160	;;	and	their	forms	FÃƒ	169;	minines194;	:	Gregoria,	Gþ	£	169;	Goria	and	Ãƒ	169;	Gorie	(Fever	Maggiore	Il	Setto	3	GÃ¶mbre).	Tþ	£	169;	and	its	varias	or	decrease	territy,	Enterion	Terry	(and	not	on	July	1st	clean	Authierry	and	160;	Leucvariates.
Adeodat.	Travelzioni	and	Superstizios	Dictons1919;	1919;	1919;	160;	195;	19;	195;	19;	19;	1919	;	santo-Fulbert	knew	re1955;	191919191919191919;	16666;	16	\\\\\\\\\\	ire,	the	return're	giboul	at	169es	of	hiver.Ã	160;	194;	Â	»â	¤Â"	Ã	,	ÃƒÂ	â	€	SAENTE-WAUDRU	(9	April)	and	Saint-Macaire,	Su	reviews	the	Gibouli1959;	Es	of	winter.	Þ	~	ã	"[17]
Astrology	sign	of	the	zodiaque	,;	160;:	21e,	160	;;	Day	of	the	astrological	sign	of	the	BÃƒ-169LIER.	Toponimia	The	names	of	several	lanes,	Luoghi,	Siti	or	169;	Difices	of	countries	or	þ	£	169;	Regions	Francofons	Contine	this	date	under	sub	Grafies194;	160;:	See	ten-April194;	;	160;.	Note	and	R195E;	169;	FÃƒ	169;	â	€	145;	Bicentenary	of	the	Battle	of
Toulouse	(April	10,	1814	-	10	April	2014),	on	Pirros.	Fr.	226;	134;	'Espperto	Diritto	Internazionale	Parrano	della	Disputa	Belize-Guatemala.	At	£	~'	Image	published	in	The	Blind	M	year,	2,	New	York,	May	1917,	p.194;	1604.	Riproduzione	of	a	draw	at	GÃƒÂ	169;	Latino	Bromide	D226;	â	€	D	Origin	Ic.	at	£	~	Serge	Lemoine,	Dada,	Hazan,	Parigi,	1991-
2005,	p.194;	16025.	At	£	~	'Magazine	du	dimaccie	Ouest-France	of	January	3rd	2021	Page	4.	â	€	†	Https://www.ouest-france.fr/culture/musics/le-manuscrit-de-hey-	Jude-des-Beatles-Sold-910-000-Dollars-aux-Aigrates-6805724	at	£	â	€	†	'TDL,	þ~	171;	160;	2010-20196	°	160;:	a	prodigio	D195;	â	©	Cennie	Scientistic	in	10	dates194;	Þœ	his,	22666;	âž;
31	to	"
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